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ABSTRACT

Private and public institutions are using open and public data to provide better services, which increases the impact of open data on daily life. With the advancement of technology, it becomes also important to equip our younger generation with the essential skills for future challenges. In order to bring up a generation equipped with 21st century skills, open data could facilitate educational processes at school level as an educational resource. Open data could act as a key resource to enhance the understanding of data through critical thinking and ethical vision among the youth and school pupils. To bring open data into schools, it is important to know the teacher’s perspective on open data literacy and its possible impact on pupils. As a research contribution, we answered these questions through a Danish public school teacher’s survey where we interviewed 10 Danish public school teachers of grade 5-7th and analyzed their views about the impact of open data on pupils’ learning development. After analyzing Copenhagen city’s open data, we identified four open data educational themes that could facilitate different subjects, e.g., geography, mathematics, basic science, and social science. The survey includes interviews, open discussions, questionnaires, and an experiment with the grade 7th pupils, where we test the pupils’ understanding with open data. The survey concluded that open data cannot only empower pupils to understand real facts about their local areas, improve civics awareness, and develop digital and data skills, but also enable them to come up with the ideas to improve their communities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cities are an essential part of the future global economy. In 2008, according to a United Nations report [16], more people lived in urban areas than in the countryside for the first time in the history. It is also predicted that more than 75 percent of the global population will live in cities by 2050. In order to fulfill the citizen’s needs, cities are adopting new digital services, which capitalize on new technologies and applications - which in turn generates vast quantities of data. This big open data has the potential to further advance the quality of living in cities in myriad of ways [3, 11]. To meet the challenges of urban population growth, cities around the world are seeking to reinvent themselves, aiming to be
able to respond to their citizens needs [18] through efficient exploitation of big data.

The data generated as a result of citizen activity and the citizens themselves are an increasingly powerful resource [4]. Citizens are thus seen as active agents within the development process of a city. Generally, citizens are unaware of the data they are contributing and how they can take advantage of it. Open data gives the individual an opportunity to interact directly with data, but citizens need to possess the right skills and knowledge to benefit from this opportunity. Therefore, it is important to ensure that all citizens, especially the younger generations, are equipped with the skills essential to understand and make use of open data as they can bring a lot of value to the table when they are part of design and innovation processes [6].

In Denmark, more than 80 percent of the population lives in cities, and according to the 2018 Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI), Denmark is one of the most digital countries in Europe. Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark, is one of the top 20 smart cities in Europe according to a study carried out by EasyPark\(^1\). The city has a large collection of open data available to its citizens. To use this data and actively contribute to the improvement of digital services, open data literacy becomes imperatives for the citizen of Copenhagen. There are many examples how open data can serve the public, e.g. the findtoilet.dk\(^2\) service locate all the Danish public toilets, so that people with bladder challenges can now feel more comfortable when going out. Similarly mapumental\(^3\) in UK allows citizens more easily to find places to live, e.g. by estimating the duration of commuting to work and by having updated housing prices. As data is now a part of everyday life, it becomes the responsibility of the average citizen to have some level of data literacy and understanding in order to respond to public services in an effective way. Especially the young generation needs to learn how to work with data and develop digital skills. There is a growing demand to improve the digital skills and introduce interactive learning and teaching resources at the school level [22].

This research work is part of the Community Drive research project\(^4\). The project is a technical and humanistic research and development project that aims to establish comprehensive data-driven research and development collaborations between urban planners and the younger generation via a focus on the education of children and young adults in the community.

Community Drive deals with the city’s many types of data and the collection and usefulness of relevant data regarding the city, the citizens, and the current data usage. The project focuses on how young people can be educated to foster participation in the development of the city using open data and sensor data, and how they can be empowered to conduct data collection on their own, and be taught to work with data documentation to represent their own districts using various types of data. The project has three phases. Figure 1 illustrates the different phases of the project.

![Figure 1: Different phases of Community Drive Project.](https://example.com/figure1)

In the first phase of the project, key opportunities and issues for the development of re-designed educational models for the collaborated schools in close collaboration with the respective school teachers will be identified. The project participants are school teachers and pupils of 5-7th grades aged between 11-13 years. In the second phase, the education process will be developed and pupils will test their new digital and design based knowledge skills in the Southwestern part of Copenhagen, where the government has planned to launch the urban renewal processes to develop the Southwestern neighborhoods of Copenhagen city. The final phase of the project compares data, results, and experiences from the two initial phases. Throughout the project, the pupils will not only develop their design-based knowledge, but also work with various data types, including open data. Figure 2 represents the different steps for school pupils to identify problems in the neighborhoods and create proposals for solutions using open data. School pupils will, in particular,

![Figure 2: Steps for pupils to identify problems in the neighborhoods and to create proposals for solutions using open data.](https://example.com/figure2)
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2. http://www.findtoilet.dk/
4. https://www.strategi.aau.dk/Forskning/TvÆgvidenskabelige+forskningsprojekter/Community+Drive/
work with different types of the city’s open data to understand different challenges and problems within their local areas. To familiarize pupils with the different data types of the city in an educational context, teachers play a central role. In this research work, we are intended to design experiments to communicate with teachers and investigate possible approaches to introduce the concept of open data as an educational resource. In the current paper, we present results from a qualitative interview study with Danish public school teachers and analyze their perspectives on the following research question: “How can we best introduce open data in schools and what will be the potential impact on the pupils?”

The structure of the paper is as follows. The central concepts are discussed in Section 2, followed by an analysis of the characteristics of the Copenhagen’s open data in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the method and key factors involved in the interview study. We present the key points from interviews for successful implementation of open data literacy and its impact on pupils in Section 5. We finally conclude the work in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND

There is an ongoing emerging exploration in the technical areas of data analysis, machine learning and visualization within the scientific community [12]. However, a minor contribution has been made around the humanistic side specifically when dealing with data. What are the skills and competencies that individuals need in order to understand and solve problems with data? What new skills and abilities must humans acquire in order to design, interpret and analyze complex data and visualization? As the societies are becoming data dominated, it becomes a necessity to train the younger generation with essential data skills for the success of future plans, applications, business and smart cities.

Open data is creating new openings for people and societies, by improving not only efficiency and effectiveness of public services, creating jobs, and increasing government transparency [19], it can also act as a key, to develop digital and data literacy skills, enhance critical thinking, and civic awareness among students [1]. Open data are freely available data-sets that anyone can access, use and share without need of any licence. Open data is a potential resource of opportunities for public, for example, providing better and efficient public services (real time traffic applications, health and environmental services, etc.). However, the educational aspect of open data is not fully exploited, e.g. to support learning activities using open data as part of different subjects. For instance, open data could be used as an educational resource at school level to provide support in developing 21st century skills among younger students, especially digital and data skills, critical thinking, civic awareness, etc. using the real information of pupils’ surroundings. For this, it is essential to associate the effect of open data at the ground level, i.e. schools and the pupils. In this research work, we are motivated to communicate with teachers and introduce the concept of open data as an educational resource at school level. Previous studies show that primary educational institutions are facing the challenge of not sufficiently educating children and young pupils for independent knowledge design and for finding solutions to complex societal challenges [2, 5]. Previous work also indicates that the Danish elementary school is challenged by not sufficiently educating children and younger people to self-employed knowledge production and to develop solution for authentic complex problems [21].

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and a number of private research funds focused on new practices for open research and open innovation that encourages participation in the research and development process from non-academic partners. Such open ‘quadruple helix’ collaborators involve representatives from research, businesses, authorities and civil society and are considered in a number of publications as the key to greater and more responsible use of research knowledge [20]. Open research is first and foremost a research agenda that can lead to greater research impact in the society. This is emphasized at the same time by the strong growth in diversity and the amount of open data provided by public authorities [7]. Previously, highly specialized expertise was required to analyze big data, but now there are several tools that enable citizens and other laymen to independently work with big data analysis [13].

In order to enable children and younger people to interact and understand the concept of open data it is important to introduce open data literacy at school level. The main barrier to this interaction is the lack of problem-based education and engagement of school pupils in problem-based projects. They are not familiar with the open data and visualization technologies and its usage, and often open data may seem something for experts only. In order to enable pupils to make benefit from open data, data must be taught as part of different subjects. Thus, in order to know the pupils competencies to work with open data, its impact on pupils’ learning behaviors and to figure out the possible challenges, it is crucial to know the teachers’ perspective about open data literacy at school level. In this research paper, we contribute with a teachers’ survey and analyze the pupils’ current data literacy skills and the possible impact of open data on pupils in their learning and everyday life. During the testing period of our project, we choose teachers and students from 5-7th grade as, in these grades students start working with basic concepts of data and its presentation, as part of mathematics and statistics.
In the next section, we will briefly discuss the concept of open data with a brief analysis of the City of Copenhagen’s open data to identify possible open data educational themes which could be used in different subjects as part of teaching activities.

3 OPEN DATA

According to Open Data Institution\(^5\), the data that is made available by organizations, businesses, and individuals for anyone to access, use and share is called Open Data. The Open data handbook\(^6\) defines open data \([15]\) as the data and the content that can be freely used, modified and shared by anyone for any purpose. A city’s open data continuously goes through many steps before it is transformed into valuable information. This includes the collection and the storage of data for further processing \([17]\). The key idea of analyzing open data is to extract the meaningful information from this data, which can be used for the betterment of community \([14]\). The data is examined and separated in different categories and formats to change it into a meaningful information. Moreover, data visualization is essential for presenting the information to the public in a structured and easy accessible form. There is ongoing research by different organizations and researchers to study open data \([10]\). Open data can be static or dynamic. Static data does not change much over time, for example, locations of the bus stops, train stations, and collective or historical data. Historical or collective data contains data points noted over a long period. These data sets will help in observing trends and correlations. Dynamic data, on the other hand, is the real-time data or data which is constantly changing, e.g. traffic density and the number of available parking places. Some of the main characteristics of open data are completeness, availability, usability, non-propriety, non-discriminatory, variety, updated, persistent and documentation as described in \([8, 9]\). Data quality and data formats are also among the important features of open data.

In the following section, we will discuss the Copenhagen open data to explore different data themes that could benefits pupils as part of different teaching subjects.

Copenhagen Open Data

The City of Copenhagen is the capital of Denmark. The city is divided into ten main parts and then further divided administratively into smaller districts. The city is famous for having the world’s best strategy for the collection and use of big data in order to provide the best digital services and to make the quality of life better\(^7\). The city has maintained a very good quality of open data covering all aspects of quality, i.e. more recent, accurate and accessible data. As part of this research, we consider two main open data sources of Copenhagen city, Open Data DK\(^8\) and Open Data Copenhagen\(^9\). Both portals use the Comprehensive Knowledge Archive Network (CKAN) data platform for publishing the city’s open data. CKAN is a web-based open source data catalog system, which is used to manage the storage and distribution of open data. It is mainly used by public organizations seeking to share their data with the public. Currently, there are 20 publishers and most of them are different departments of the City of Copenhagen. After analyzing the available open data of the city, we categorized the open data into ten general categories. Table 1 (on next page) presents the general categories with corresponding sub-domains. There are more than 290 available open data-sets. Figure 3 presents the distribution of open data-sets within general categories of the City of Copenhagen’s data. The data-sets are of static, dy-

\(^5\)https://theodi.org/
\(^6\)http://opendatahandbook.org/guide/en/what-is-open-data/
\(^7\)https://www.europeandataportal.eu/sites/default/files/edp_analytical_report_n4_-_open_data_in_cities_v10.0_final.pdf

![Figure 3: Open data-sets distribution among general themes of Copenhagen City](image-url)

\(^8\)http://www.opendata.dk/
\(^9\)https://data.kk.dk/
Table 1: Copenhagen’s Open Data General Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>General Domain</th>
<th>Sub-domains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Elections, Censuses, Transparency, Demography, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Pollution, Water Quality, Traffic, Climate, Nature, Noise, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Health and Care</td>
<td>Social Care, Care homes, Child Care, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Roads, Buildings, Locations, Planning, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Transport, Parking, Public Transport, Pedestrian, Cyclist, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Society, Housing, Employment, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Schools, Kindergartens, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Solar Energy, Energy Consummation, Carbon Emission, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Culture and Sports</td>
<td>Entertainment, Tourism, Cultural Places, Recreational Activities, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Economy, Finance, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transport: This category contains data about transport, i.e. traffic, roads, cycle paths, bus stops, bus routes, parking areas, traffic signals and pedestrian. In total, there are 39 data-sets with in this theme - most of them collected through sensors. These data-sets are available in CSV, XLS, GeoJSON and SHP formats.

Governance: This section contains information about local plans, election, census, population, age, gender, income and details about pension, insurance, and socio-economic details. These data-sets are also static in type and most of them are in CSV format. There are 31 available data-sets.

Environment: This section contains information about climate, pollution, carbon level, noise level, traffic pollution and about nature and trees in the city. The data-sets includes both static and dynamic data and are available in CSV, GeoJSON, SHP, DWG and PDF formats. There are 31 data-sets.

Community: This category contains data-sets mainly about education, employment, unemployment and housing. The data-sets are static and are available in XLS, PDF and CSV formats and there are 11 data-sets.

Health and Care: This category contains data-sets social care, child care and about benefits distributed geographically, e.g. sickness, cash, job seeking and flexible job allowance. The data-sets are static and are in XLS and CSV formats. There are around 17 data-sets with this theme.

There are open data-sets covering other important categories, e.g. culture, art, youth, sports and entertainment, hospitals and other public sectors. The brief survey of Copenhagen city’s open data will enable us to present different open data-sets which can be used at school level as part of different teaching subjects. For example, data-sets about geographical distribution of the city, traffic details, pollution and population could be used as real examples in geography, science and math’s subjects.

Open Data Themes Corresponding to Educational Domain

We have carefully analyzed the main themes of Copenhagen’s open data and produced 4 open data educational themes which can easily relate to specific educational domains, i.e. mathematics, science, geography and social science. These includes environmental data, statistical data, demographic data and geographical data. Figure 4 represents open data themes with corresponding sub-domains which can easily relate to specific educational domains.
view the geographical distribution of the city, roads and locations, etc. as part of geography assignments. Demographics data could be used in social science tasks to view the details of citizen in a particular part of the area, their age, income, education and housing details, etc. We will use specific open data-sets from the educational themes, e.g. population, pollution, income, education level and traffic data-sets as examples during the interviews to understand the teachers’ perspective about introducing open data as part of their teaching subjects and what would be the possible impact on pupils’ learning abilities.

4 METHOD

In order to analyze the teachers’ perspective about bringing open data into schools, its impact on pupils, and which competencies they need in order to collaborate with open data, we collected data through teacher’s survey and observing open data activities with pupils. For survey and observation, 10 teachers from 6 different Danish public schools and 12 school pupils of 7th grade aged 12-13 years, participated. We choose teachers from 5-7th grade as, in these grades pupils start developing basic concepts of data and its presentation as part of mathematics and statics. Table 2 shows an overall view of the participants. Teachers are identified according to their subjects, grade levels, experience and location of the schools and the details are as follows:

- **Subjects:** Mathematics, Science, Geography and Social Science
- **Grades:** 5-7th
- **Experience:** 3-15 years
- **Age:** 25 to 40 years, in order to get feedback from a range of perspectives, e.g. from young teachers to as well as senior teachers.
- **Schools:** Copenhagen public schools situated near the Southwestern part of the city where the future project will be carried out or other schools situated in similar deprived areas.

For survey, we interviewed public school teachers identified according to the criteria stated above. The structure of the interviews were both one-to-one and group interviews. Individual interviews were carried out with 8 teachers. Three teachers were interviewed as a group. The interviews were carried out in Danish language with teachers consent to record interviews using audio devices. The duration of interviews was 1.5 to 2 hours. In the beginning of the interview, presentations of 10-15 minutes on open data with use cases were presented to teachers followed by open discussions. After the presentations the teachers were asked verbal and written questions in the form of online questionnaire. To investigate the research question in different aspects, we sub-divided the research question into three categories:

**Skills and Competencies:** We asked teachers about how often they work with data in their teaching tasks, which tools they already used to present data, which types of graph they commonly used, e.g. line, bar, pie charts etc., to investigate what abilities do pupils already have to work with data? What skills would be necessary? We also asked about different technologies already used in schools and which visualizations tool would be appropriate? How far pupils are familiar with data collection concepts?

**Open Data Impact:** What would be the benefits of open data in teaching? What would be the impact of open data on pupils’ learning behavior? What are the teacher’s views on using real local area examples in their teaching? What data-sets would be interesting for pupils as part of the teaching subjects.

**Challenges:** We asked about different problems and challenges in relation to bringing open data into schools, and suggestion as to how these could be overcome.

To bring open data into schools, there are also some key factors that play an important part in using open data as an educational resource. During the survey, these factors are considered to know how teachers understand and could work with these factors. For example, how they can relate simple open data visualization with different subjects and for open data presentation, which visualizations tools and techniques teachers can use. Which types of visualizations are easily understandable by the pupils (line, bar, pie, maps, etc.), or how they can collect live data using sensors or other technologies to give hands in experience to younger students, e.g. physical data using trackers or room’s environment using sensors.

The next section describes the key factors chosen for their potential role in developing open data literacy in schools. These key factors are considered in developing the questionnaire to get the best possible feedback from teachers.

**Key Factors**

The following key factors are discussed during the interviews with teachers to understand their perspective about open data education in schools. During the interviews, we explained these factors briefly to the teachers so that they were well aware of these topics and their use in real life.

**Open Data visualizations:** In order to explain which type of data-sets are available on the city website, we presented data-sets with in educational themes discussed in Section 3, e.g. data about population, city division, and socio-economic data. These data-sets are big in size and are in different formats, e.g. GeoJSON and SHP and it was difficult for the teachers to understand these. We therefore transformed these data-sets
Bringing Open Data into Danish Schools and its Potential Impact on School Pupils

Table 2: Overview of Survey’s Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>No. of Participants</th>
<th>Grades</th>
<th>Activity Type</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5-7th</td>
<td>Interviews, Questionnaire, Open Discussion</td>
<td>1.5-2 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7th</td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>1-1.5 hrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

into CSV and XLS formats and also split the bigger data-sets into smaller data-sets containing the information about the local areas of respective schools. In this way it became easier for the teachers to understand the information. We then asked the teachers about their perspective on the use of open data-sets as part of science, math or geography subjects. Their feedback will be discussed in the next section.

**Visualization Techniques:** The data itself has little meaning without representation. The Danish public schools already used different tools for the representation of data. Some of them are:

- GeoGebra
- Microsoft Excel
- WordMat

In order to work with open data, it is important to use a software which is compatible with big data-sets, easy to access, user-friendly and provides free licensing for schools. We visualize open data-sets using different visualization software which provides free academic programs for teachers and pupils, e.g. Tableau, QlikView etc. Figure 5 is an example of open data-set visualization using Tableau. It represents the statistical details of Sydhavens district of Copenhagen city. We want to investigate the teachers’ views about the complexity of the new tools in comparison with the tools they already used in their teaching. We also asked about the challenges in introducing new technology in the schools.

**Sensors and sensor data:** Sensors plays an important role in the collection of real-time data. Many data-sets from city website are generated from sensors, e.g. data about traffic, noise level, and light. As part of the Copenhagen Community Drive project, pupils are expected to use sensors for the collection of data in relation to understand and identify different problems of the local areas near the schools, e.g. lack of light, noise level or similar. We presented examples of environmental sensors to the school teachers shown in Figure 6. These sensors are used to measure air quality, temperature, humidity, and similar other parameters and are for indoor use. We also introduce outdoor sensors which can count the number of people passing by a specific path using wifi-devices as shown in Figure 6. We described different functions of sensors and how teachers can use these sensors to measure different parameters. We also showed them the graphs of generated data for different parameters such as humidity, temperature etc., to help them understand how they can work with sensor technology. We then asked the teachers about their views on pupils’ interest in such technology, how useful it might be and how they might use sensors in their teaching plans.

**Experienced data and its collection:** The concept of experienced data is also one of the key points in the interview study. In Danish public schools, different data collection methods are already used. These vary from teacher to teacher and grade to grade. These include quantitative, qualitative and technology-based methods. We asked the teachers about different tasks where pupils collect data with their own experience as part of their studies.

We asked teachers about the research questions, key factors and pupils current skills in relation to work with open data and its presentation. The questionnaire consists of structured questions and open ended questions about open data,
its use, its impact, required skills and competencies and potential challenges. Based on their feedback, key points are formulated which are discussed in the result section.

**Observation**

To investigate the best possible impact of open data in schools, we use the observation method with a group of 12 pupils of 7th grade aged around 12-13 years along with their respective science teacher. We use audio and video devices to observe the experiment with pupils’ permission. The experiment was one and half hour long. The pupils were provided with information about pollution level near their school area using simple open data visualizations. The teacher first explains the pollution graph and afterwards the pupils were asked to discuss it with each other and explain what they understand or share any useful information from the graph. After the discussion, the pupils pointed out that at some periods of the day the pollution level is higher in the morning and afternoon timings, because this is the time when most of the pupils are dropped off and picked up by their parents. We asked pupils how the environment could be improved for the whole day near the school, and they came up with practical solutions, e.g., arrange carpooling if distance is too large, use bicycles or switched to walk if possible. This short observation elicits pupils’ abilities to understand real data and find the solution to common problems near their areas. The key results from the observation are discussed in the next section.

**5 RESULTS**

The collected data analyzed through number of steps, i.e., categorized the data using coding process, filter the teachers response on each category, interrogate the resulted data corresponding to different categories and finally draw the conclusions. For analyzing the pupils observation, we closely examine the observation to understand the ways pupils work together and discuss the task corresponding to open data visualization.

According to our survey results, teachers are generally highly positive to the concept of including real data-sets in teaching as part of different subjects. They also point out that it will make it relatively easy to relate their subjects to real life and capture pupils’ interest. Teaching pupils how to integrate various data-sets from the city’s open data and produce practical conclusions allow them to develop, build and establish higher level learning outcomes in their studies. It will also help them to raise the critical questions and make conclusions based on the data available about their local environment. Overall, the interviews also illustrate what competencies pupils already have and which skills, need to be acquired in order to successfully introduce open data in teaching. When we asked one of the teachers about introducing open data in his class, he answered that “Everything can catch the kids’ attention if it is related to their everyday life, and if teachers also think it is fun, then everything is ready to go. You just need to relate what is exciting in the pupils’ real world”. (Teacher 1, October 23, 2018, 09:42 a.m.)

In relation to introducing visualizations and sensors technology, another teacher answered as “Pupils can easily accept when it comes to introducing a new tool or technology. They are always excited to work with different and new tools. We just need to learn how to use and grasp these tools”. (Teacher 2, October 23, 2018, 15:42 p.m.)

The following are the main key points based on the survey results with school teachers:

**Existing skills and competencies**

- 4-6th grade pupils are familiar with small data collections, data arrangements, simple graphical data representations, i.e., curves, columns, and pie charts typically in mathematics.
- In 7th and upper grades the above mentioned topics are taught at an advanced level. Pupils will work with analysis of diagrams and findings. They used these concepts in mathematics along with social sciences and food science subjects.
- Commonly pupils work with tables and charts in papers and hand-ins.
- Pupils in 5-7 grade are familiar with Google Maps and the teachers expect that they would be able to solve simple tasks using user-friendly visualizations software. They are already familiar with Excel, GeoGebra, and similar tools.
- Teachers often use real-life examples for pupils, e.g., in statistics where they can observe the class shoe sizes or hair colors.
- Pupils often collect data outside the school environment, e.g., to measure the height of a tower in a park or counting how many cars pass a road.

**Open Data impact**

- Bringing open data into the schools, as parts of different subject will develop the pupils’ interest and engagement in learning assignments.
- It will become easy for teachers and pupils to relate real facts of their areas and their city, as part of different subjects.
- Open data can help to improve public awareness among pupils, e.g., pupils will be able to understand how they can help to improve the environment or save energy and contribute to a sustainable use of resources.
• Open data could support teaching activities in developing pupils’ skills to ask questions about different facts related to their subjects as well as their city and local areas.
• Collecting data about their local areas will help pupils to understand the different problems in their area.
• Teachers suggested data-sets about population, traffic, pollution, gender, age and similar as interesting examples for pupils.
• Data collection using sensors will gives pupils a hand-on experience about how data is generated and how they can use such data for solving a problem.
• Using visualization tools to present open data in schools will create new opportunities for school children to come up with new ideas of understanding their near world and society’s problems.

Challenges
• Teachers have very limited knowledge about open data and visualization tools.
• Most of the open source visualization tools are in English, it is important to explain some of the frequently used terms in pupils’ native language.
• Teachers and pupils are not familiar with data cleaning and preparing concepts.
• Teachers and pupils will need smaller and specific open data-sets instead of larger sets in order to relate their subjects to local conditions, e.g., populations, pollution levels or traffic within their local areas.

These key points from the teacher’s interviews will help us to analyze teacher’s perspective and challenges for open data literacy at schools. Teachers believe that engaging pupils in data exploration will give them a new way to look at e.g. mathematical problem solving and engaging those pupils who do not have interest in traditional approaches. The experiment with pupils shows that active investigation within their local areas using open data, will help build civic awareness among pupils. The interviews also explored the potential of technology to enable out-of-class data collection and new approaches for data learning at schools.

6  CONCLUSION
In this research paper, we have presented a study of Copenhagen open data, identified educational open data themes corresponding to educational domains and its potential impact on school pupils in the development of their local areas. We interviewed Danish public school teachers and concluded that instead of assuming open data exploration only for adults, we should introduce these concepts to the next generation of learners. By supporting data literacy at schools, we can empower young pupils to become data experts. Open data literate youth will be able to understand which types of data they need for solving a problem in their daily life, and the use of the latest technology for visualization will enable them to explore the city’s open data in greater detail and to present it in an understandable way. In order to face the above mentioned challenges, teacher training programs or workshops where these new concepts are introduced to them can be helpful. This study will contribute as the first step towards open data literacy at Danish schools and pupils engagements in understanding different challenges of their own local areas.
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